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Personal identity is what makes you yourself. It is the thing that connects you with you 

when you were only just born. To understand this topic, I will give scenarios to give 

readers make their own understanding and conclusions as philosophy isn’t all certain. 

 

 

In this case, Bob and Jeff have been in a terrible car accident and lost his memory. 

Afterwards Bob mysteriously regains the memory of Jeff and Jeff gets Bob’s memory. 

As we can see, both their memories have been replaced with another. This means that the 

person in Bob’s body must be Jeff. 

To explain this, people said that it’s the brain that makes you a person, not your body. 

 

 

In this case, bob has lost his memory and can’t remember anything. 

Referring to the conclusion made above, he should still be the same person who just 

forgot about himself. 

But that means if a machine was used to replicate Bob’s brain, all the other bodies would 

be bob. Therefore, if Bob loses his memory, it means he is not the same person as the Bob 

before in the same body. He becomes a different person and is therefore not responsible 

for anything that happened in his previous life. 

There is another catch though, if you purposefully remove your memory, you are 

responsible for removing your memory and therefore are still responsible for your 

previous actions. 

 

 

If all of this is true, it means that if 25-year-old Bob can’t remember himself at 3 years, he 

is a different person. This is of course not true because things called memory chains links 

Bob at 25 to Bob at 3. If Bob can remember himself at ten and him at ten can remember 

him at 5 who remembers him at 3, he is the same person. 

 

 

 


